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Overview 

 Reinvention is fast paced science fiction thriller that tells the story of two men trying to 
control their futures. Their struggle for control over a time travel device is really there attempt at 
gaining control of their own lives.  

Character Set Up 

 Our main characters are Dr. Ethan Waid and General William Ligram and we meet them 
both at point in their lives where they desperate for change. Waid is an alienated young genius 
who is trying to figure out how to leave his mark on the world. Ligram is an aging military man 
obsessed with making the world safer for American soldiers after the death of his son.  Their 
struggle to change and know how the future will unravel is the driving force in their lives.  

THE HERO 

 We first find Waid as a twenty three year old professor at MIT, where he is teaching 
physics 101 to freshmen. He’s young, sarcastic, and fully aware that he’s smarter then everyone 
in the room. In his first class of the semester he meets Alice Roht, a beautiful young woman who 
he only gets close to by letting her assume he is another student in class. She discusses her hatred 
of physics to him before he must reveal that he is in fact her professor, embarrassing her in front 
of everyone. 

THE VILLAIN  

 Meanwhile in WASHINGTON DC, a forty three old Ligram is appearing before a US. 
Senate committee in an attempt to raise funding for new technologies in safety protocols for U.S. 
Soldiers. He is elegant with his words as he pleads to the committee that the only way to have a 
strong and safe nation is to have strong and safe soldiers. He purposes a series of upgrades to 
existing soldier equipment that will require a budget of over seventy MILLION DOLLARS. The 
committee says while they appreciate the safety of all the brave men and women serving their 
country, they would rather spend money on trying to get them home. Infuriated, Ligram storms 
from the room baffled by the blindness of his countries’ leaders. 

THE MACHINE  

 Back up north, the MIT campus is buzzing with first week of the semester parties. Waid 
is making his way across the crowded campus stapling flyers to polls when he is approached by 
Alice. She has a bottle in her hand sways a little as she confronts him about his misleading her in 
class. She grabs one of the flyers and reads that Waid is looking for an assistant for an 
extracurricular project of his. Alice says she’ll take the job if Waid will write her a letter of 



recommendation for medical school at the end of the semester. Waid quickly agrees and takes 
Alice into his lab to show her what she’ll be working on. Half drunk, Alice sees Waid walk over 
a power cord covered floor to a machine roughly six feet tall in height. A small platform at the 
base of it lights up as Waid flips a switch. Waid tells Alice she is looking at the world’s first 
TIME TRAVEL DEVICE. Alice walks to machine and giggles before throwing up on the 
platform and passing out.   

THE PLAN 

 The next morning, Alice rolls over in an unfamiliar bed. She slowly gets to her feet and 
finds Waid at a board full of note cards. She quickly becomes embarrassed before Waid explains 
how she passed out after agreeing to help him with his experiment and what he’ll need her to do. 
That afternoon, he will use his machine to travel fifteen years into the future and come back as a 
presentation to his benefactor, General Ligram. If the trip is a success he will seal a deal with the 
U.S. Government to patent the machine. Alice will run video cameras and help him with 
prepping the machine for the presentation. Alice is still skeptical of the Waid and his machine 
until he explains that he has already used the machine before. He plays a tape that shows himself 
stepping into the machine and disappearing. He quickly reappears holding a newspaper from the 
morning of the experiment. Alice is still skeptical until a second Waid comes into the room and 
picks up a newspaper off the table, asking “can I borrow this?”  Alice stands slack jawed as the 
other Waid leaves the room. She watches as he heads down stairs to the lab and steps into the 
machine and vanishes in a burst of bluish light.  

 THE EXPERIMENT 

 Alice rolls tape on several video cameras as Waid types on keyboard next to the machine. 
Ligram enters the room excited and clapping his hands. He and Waid embrace as old friends 
before making the final arrangements for the experiment. Waid steps onto the platform and is 
quickly enveloped in the same bluish light. The machine growls and pops around the room as 
Waid begins to disappear from the room. The blinding light begins to pass from Waid’s eyes and 
he finds himself in large open room full of machinery. He stands on the platform of his own 
machine but looks up at what appears to be a larger more industrial version of his device. The 
platform is larger and can clearly send more than one time traveler at a time.  

He moves around the room looking for a piece of evidence of his success when he sees 
some light peeking under a door. Curiosity gets the best of him as he goes through the door and 
is greeted by a room full of people. The all applaud and cheer as a now sixty year old Ligram 
approaches and slaps a hand on Waid’s back in similar fashion.  

THE FUTURE 

 Ligram introduces Waid to the future his machine has helped create. Endless 
sights of new and improved technology surround Waid as he looks around at people on the 



streets. Cars run completely silent off of some new form of engine, computer monitors are 
projections of light, and street lights seem to hover connected to nothing. Ligram explains how 
Waid’s device opened the door to a new technological revolution. As Ligram talks, Waid sees a 
world map framed on the wall. He looks at it and finds most of the Middle East has been 
relabeled as occupied territory. Ligram explains that because of his use of the time machine he 
has been able to end world terror by gaining and using future knowledge of attacks. Waid is 
shocked to learn that the Middle East has become little more that a series of slave states where 
the citizens live under complete American rule. Ligram has used his machine to usurp the 
governments of most of the world. America now has the dominating voice in the world and can’t 
be questioned by others. In our own country Waid finds that the government has created new 
laws that allow them to arrest and sentence people without due process. Ligram has corrupted the 
use of the machine to control the world and anyone who stands in his way.  

Waid is revolted by the future and vows to return to the past and prevent any of what he 
has seen from happening but Ligram can’t allow this. Ligram explains that he has already taken 
the steps necessary to ensure his future. Ligram slaps his hand on Waid’s back and helps him 
back into the machine. The blue light begins to form as Ligram hands a magazine. Waid finds his 
own face on the cover of Time magazines man of the century issue as he arrives back in his own 
time, fifteen years earlier. Waid looks up at Alice and Ligram, both itching to hear of his success. 
Waid leaps from the machine and begins yelling about how they can’t have the machine. He 
becomes more and more agitated pulling at Ligram’s shirt screaming about the future until Alice 
hits Waid over the head with a large book, knocking him out.  

FIGHT OR FLIGHT 

Waid wakes up a hospital with Alice nearby. He tries again to convince her of his sanity 
and how the machine can’t fall into Ligram’s hands. She tells him that he’s just been hysterical 
and that the future isn’t written yet. She takes him back to campus where he plans to dismantle 
the machine and destroy all his notes to prevent it from ever being used. At his lab he is shocked 
to find the room empty. The machine is gone, taken by Ligram to begin the chain of events Waid 
witnessed. He must act quickly now or he risks losing control of the situation. Waid asks Alice if 
she’ll help him but fearing that she has gotten involved with a lunatic, she refuses and leaves.  

Days pass as we find Waid in a van across from a military base. Inside the van we see 
photos on the walls of large equipment being moved into the base and pictures of Ligram coming 
and going. The sun begins to form on the horizon as Waid types a command into his laptop, back 
in his lab on campus we see several laptops carry out a similar function. In a moment 
pandemonium falls over the town. Traffic lights begin to blink erratically, fire alarms blare from 
almost every building, and a police room begins to wail with phone calls as thirty different bomb 
threats are reported in under a minute.  



Back on the base, the staff begins to file out as several fire trucks begin to pull up in 
front. Waid comes out of the back of the van wearing the full uniform and gear of a fire fighter 
and slips onto the base with the crew of one of the trucks. He quickly looses the crew and heads 
off in a separate direction. He quickly finds a familiar door and heads inside where he sees his 
time machine sitting. The only problem is the room is exactly like the one he visited in the 
future. It even has the industrial sized time machine but it shouldn’t exist yet. Waid moves 
through the room until approached by Ligram and squad of armed soldiers. He now knows what 
Ligram had meant when he said he had taken steps to ensure the future. His manipulation of the 
time line has already begun.  

The soldiers begin to move in when the larger time device begins to crackle. Suddenly a 
bus comes crashing through the room as in ripping through a slice in reality. The bus tumbles 
into its side crashing through a wall causing Ligram and the soldiers to scatter. The side door of 
the bus hisses open as a man in his forties climbs out. Waid stares as an older version of himself 
quickly leaps to the floor. A soldier points his gun but the older Waid is to quick, he pulls a 
device from his coat and fires a small red light at the man, who quickly screams and begins 
rolling on the ground as if in horrible pan.  

FLIGHT 

The older Waid grabs he younger self by the arm and drags him through the hole in the 
wall created by the wrecked bus as gun fire begins. This older Waid explains that he is from the 
future and has come back as a last ditch effort to make sure his younger self succeeds at 
preventing the future. The two of them make it to a car where older Waid pulls another small 
device from his coat. He inserts the device into the car and unlocks it as if he had the correct key. 
He uses it again to start the engine and the two men are quickly on their way.  

Alice is startled by a pounding at her door. She opens it find both Waids looking back at 
her. They quickly force their way in and explain the situation. They plan to use equipment from 
Waid’s lab on campus mixed with older Waid’s future tech to travel back in time to the morning 
of Waid’s presentation to Ligram. If they can stop the machine then, they hope to prevent the 
madness that has become their lives. They need Alice to help them get across campus though 
now because Waid is all over the news for attacking a military base.  

The three of them quietly make it into the lab and begin assembling the parts they need 
when lights begin blaring through the windows. The campus is flooded with police and military 
personnel lead by Ligram. Older Ligram throws a small device out the window that generates a 
wave of orange light. Everyone the light touches becomes disoriented and dizzy. Some vomit as 
the fall to the ground. Alice and the Waids make their way through the stunned officers and 
make it to a parking lot. Older Ethan gets them a car as Alice stops dead in her tracks not 
wanting to be involved with them any longer. Waid pulls her into the car Ligram officers begin 



to pull up and start to fire. The car speeds off as Alice watched the campus and her future get 
smaller and smaller behind them.  

 

FIGHT 

The trio find an abandoned warehouse and begin to assemble their time device. Alice is 
furious and tries to waits for a moment for things to calm down and slips out without either Waid 
noticing. She finds a pay phone and calls the police pleading her innocence. Ligram promises her 
safety in exchange for their location.  

Inside the warehouse the time device begins to flicker to life as a light shines on the floor 
that looks like the glass base of the time pad. The device is hand held like a flashlight and seems 
to be barely running. Alice returns as once again several helicopters and flood lights illuminate 
the room. Gun fire tears through the windows showering them with glass. Tear gas canisters fly 
in through the windows and billow smoke throughout the room. The three heroes make there 
way down some stairs away from the poisonous cloud. A small round object crashes through the 
window hitting the floor with a lump. A grenade is in the room as Waid quickly points the time 
device at it causing it to vanish in a surge of blue light. More gun fire as they make there way to 
another empty room and fire up the device. Waid insists Alice go first until a bullet tears through 
her chest. She slumps to the ground choking on blood. Waid tries to go to her but is quickly 
bathed in light and vanishes. Older Waid steps into the machines light and vanishes, leaving the 
device and Alice in the wreckage behind. 

REINVENTION 

Both Waids appear inside his lab coming out of the original time machine. Waid is 
furious at his future self for leaving Alice behind. The only way now to stop Ligram and prevent 
Alice’s death is to carry out their original plan. Waid steps up to the machine and begins type at 
the keyboard. A screen nearby goes black as Waid encrypts the machine with a new password 
only he can knows, without it Ligram and even his past self won’t be able to time travel. Outside 
the two Waids are met by yet another Ligram who appears to be able to be anywhere in time 
now.  He has the two men taken into custody but they never make it to a police station or 
military base.  

They arrive at a secluded building where the two Waids are dragged inside.  Aware of 
how Waid has found a way to prevent his perfect future from happening, Ligram begins torturing 
both Waid’s for the new password. He water boards, burns, and beats Waid for the code but with 
no luck. Getting desperate he strangles older Waid in front of Waid, killing him. Ligram now 
threatens to kill the time line’s Alice if he doesn’t go along with him citing her as collateral 
damage.  Waid agrees to help Ligram if it will save Alice.  



Waid and Ligram return to the MIT campus and the now familiar lab. Waid unlocks the 
machine, setting the stage for the day’s events to unfold. Ligram and Waid move up the stairs to 
the loft that sits above the lab. Ligram holds a gun to Waid’s head as they wait to watch the 
original trip happen as planned. If it doesn’t Ligram will kill Alice and Waid.  

The same scene as before plays out with Alice setting up cameras, Waid and Ligram 
embrace and Waid disappears in the blue light. Ligram silently watches for Waid’s return when 
the machine hums to life again and the blue light appears. Instead of Waid though, a small round 
metal object thunks to the floor. The grenade from earlier rolls to a stop in the middle of the 
room and explodes. The room is destroyed, the pillars holding up the loft collapse sending 
Ligram and Waid crashing to the floor. Wired spark in every direction as Alice gets to her feet 
from under a table. Her head is bleeding and clothes are singed but she’s alive. Waid begins to 
stir and get to his feet when Ligram kicks him hard in the ribs. He is bleeding badly from a 
wound in his side but can’t seem to notice through his rage. He hits and kicks Waid over and 
over again screaming about the future. Sprinklers in the ceiling begin to rain water all over the 
room shorting out equipment. Ligram howls as Waid runs his hand over something on the 
ground. Waid points Ligram’s dropped gun square at the General’s chest. Ligram laughs as Waid 
aims and fires the gun at the unconscious present Ligram in the corner. The bullet hits him in 
chest spraying blood against the wall. The Ligram from the future looks in horror as he watches 
his past self die. Blue light begins to envelope Ligram as he disappears in time for the last time.  

Alice comes to the crumpled Waid’s side, he is bleeding badly from where has been 
beaten and wound in his stomach. Waid tells Alice to check his safe for the letter of 
recommendation she wanted. He had written it the night before while she was passed out. Waid 
tells her not to let the machine get invented again as he dies in her arms.  

FUTURE UNFOLDED 

A small monitor talks about how Waid and Ligram were killed in a fluke accident 
involving an experiment on the MIT campus and how Waid was the man responsible for getting 
Alice Roht accepted into John Hopkins Medical school which lead her to becoming one of the 
world’s leading cancer specialists who’s research would lead to the diseases eventual defeat in 
the year 2045. Waid turns off the monitor and sits back in a leather seat. Trapped in the distant 
future by the same explosion that killed another him, Waid looks out the window of his craft 
seeing the Earth slowly spinning. He asks the woman on his right what the weather on Mars is 
like this time of year.  


